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At Alma, we have one overarching goal: 
we want to be happy at work.
There is the obvious reason: when we are happy, we maximise 
our ability to do great work. This matters, because how well we 
łäŅùĩŅġ�ġÁėäŉ�Á�àĆƅäŅäĢÚä�őĩ�ĆġłĩŅőÁĢő�ĆŉŉŖäŉ�ĩŖŅ�ŉĩÚĆäőű�
faces.

Perhaps less obviously, work is a big part of our lives: it’s where 
we get to learn, create, and forge relationships. We are strong 
believers in work-life balance, but equally we want the time we 
spend at work to be meaningful and fun.

Being happy at work comes above all other objectives, including 
our bottom-line, and it is how we assess our performance.

DÁłłĆĢäŉŉ�Áő�ūĩŅė�ūĆěě�ġäÁĢ�àĆƅäŅäĢő�őĂĆĢúŉ�őĩ�àĆƅäŅäĢő�łäĩłěä͕�
We try to accommodate everyone: the default answer to all 
requests is ‘yes’ unless there is very good reason otherwise. 
We don’t have rules for the sake of having rules.

This booklet discusses the elements that constitute the core of 
our philosophy, and the attitude we expect from anyone who 
works with us.
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We are a team
 
It takes a village to raise a brainchild.

All of us at Alma have a desire to succeed, to progress and to evolve, 
ÙĩőĂ�łäŅŉĩĢÁěěű�ÁĢà�łŅĩùäŉŉĆĩĢÁěěű͕�©ä�ƈŅġěű�ÙäěĆäŪä�őĂÁő�őĩ�ÁÚĂĆäŪä�
this, we must work together. At its core, Alma is a team; a collection 
of people from diverse backgrounds that share a common 
determination to improve things around us.

Each and every one of us brings something unique to the table. 
Our team consists of people from all walks of life and our greatest 
strength is making the best of the skills, experience and personalities 
of our teammates.

We respect and acknowledge everyone’s needs and value contrarian 
opinions. Still, there will be times where things won’t work out the 
way you want them to – if you’d rather have sole control over a 
project’s outcome, Alma is not the place for you.

We think as individuals, but we act as a team.
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colleagues
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Our colleagues
support us, always
We naturally cooperate closely every step of the way, providing 
each other with useful advice and input. This cooperation 
äŰőäĢàŉ�ÁÚŅĩŉŉ�ĩŖŅ�ĩƆÚäŉ͖�ūĂĆÚĂ�ÁŅä�ĆĢ�ÚĩĢŉőÁĢő�ÚĩġġŖĢĆÚÁőĆĩĢ͕

The ways in which you support your colleagues is equally 
ĆġłĩŅőÁĢő�őĩ�őĂä�ńŖÁěĆőű�ĩù�őĂä�ūĩŅė�űĩŖ�àäěĆŪäŅ͕�©ä�äŰłäÚő�űĩŖ�őĩ�
Ùä�őĂäŅä�ùĩŅ�űĩŖŅ�őäÁġġÁőäŉ͖�łŅĩùäŉŉĆĩĢÁěěű�ÁĢà�łäŅŉĩĢÁěěű͕

�ĂĆŉ�Áěŉĩ�ġäÁĢŉ�űĩŖ�Ģääà�őĩ�Ùä�ÁÙěä�őĩ�ÚĩġġŖĢĆÚÁőä�űĩŖŅ�ĩūĢ�
needs and struggles with the rest of us. If you have a question, do 
Ģĩő�ĂäŉĆőÁőä�őĩ�Áŉė͕��ĂÁĢÚäŉ�ÁŅä͖�ŉĩġäĩĢä�ĩĢ�őĂä�őäÁġ�ÚÁĢ�Ăäěł�
űĩŖ͘�őĂäŅäŉ�Ģĩ�Ģääà�őĩ�ūÁŉőä�őĆġä�ŅäĆĢŪäĢőĆĢú�őĂä�ūĂääě͕�'ŪäĢ�Ćù�
ūä�àĩĢő�ÁěŅäÁàű�ĂÁŪä�ÁĢ�ÁĢŉūäŅ͖�ūä�ūĆěě�Ùä�ūĆěěĆĢú�őĩ�ěĩĩė�ùĩŅ�Ćő�
with you.

HĢ�őĂä�äĢà͖�ĩŖŅ�ūĩŅė�Ćŉ�Áěġĩŉő�ÁěūÁűŉ�őĂä�łŅĩàŖÚő�ĩù�ĩŖŅ�
ÚĩěěäÚőĆŪä�äƅĩŅő͕�©ä�ÁěūÁűŉ�Ăäěł�ĩĢä�ÁĢĩőĂäŅ͖�ÁĢà�ūä�àĩ�Ģĩő�ŉää�Á�
ŅäÁŉĩĢ�Ģĩő�őĩ͕�©ä�ÁĆġ�őĩ�ġÁėä�ŉĩÚĆäőű�ÙäőőäŅ͖�ŉĩ�ūä�ŉőÁŅő�ūĆőĂ�ĩŖŅ�
ÚĩġġŖĢĆőű͕
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Our colleagues
are incredible
at what they do
Like any good team, we look to accept only the best to our ranks.

gŖŅ�őäÁġ�ġäġÙäŅŉ�ÁŅä�äŰłäŅőŉ�ĆĢ�őĂäĆŅ�ŅäŉłäÚőĆŪä�ƈäěàŉ�Ͷ�ÁĢà�
we recognise anyone joining us as a peer. Every one of us is 
highly knowledgeable on a topic (or two), yet we all possess a 
broad set of skills. These speak for themselves, in the quality of 
our work and in our inquisitive approach towards life in general.

Above our own individual expertise, we strongly believe in each 
other’s talents and perseverance, because we bear witness to 
them every day. We choose not to shout our own individual 
excellence from the rooftops, but we are very vocal about our 
team’s collective abilities.

We always cheer each other on, with the critical eye of the 
life-long friend we aim to be.



We work
ĩĢ�ŉőŖƅ
we care
about
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©ä�ūĩŅė�ĩĢ�ŉőŖƅ�
we care about 
©ĂÁő�ŉäőŉ��ěġÁ�ÁłÁŅő�Ćŉ�őĂÁő�ūä�àĩĢő�ŉää�őĂä�ĩƆÚä�Áŉ�ūĩŅė͕�
�ÁőĂäŅ͖�ūä�ŉää�Ćő�Áŉ�ÁĢ�ÁàŪäĢőŖŅä͕

'ŪäŅű�àÁű�ūä�ÙŅĆĢú�ĩŖŅ�őÁěäĢő͖�ŉėĆěěŉ͖�ÁĢà�ÁġÙĆőĆĩĢ�őĩ�őĂä�ĩƆÚä͖�
and not to just leave them at the door and perform mundane and 
ÙĩŅĆĢú�őÁŉėŉ͕�©ä�ÚĂĩĩŉä�őĩ�ūĩŅė�ĩĢ�Á�àĆŪäŅŉĆőű�ĩù�łŅĩĔäÚőŉ͖�
tailored to our individual or 
ÚĩěěäÚőĆŪä�ĆĢőäŅäŉőŉ͕

A quick glance at some of our past work makes it evident that we 
àĩ�Ģĩő�ĂÁŪä�ĩĢä�ŉłäÚĆƈÚ�ÁŅäÁ�ĩŅ�őĩłĆÚ�ūĂĆÚĂ�ūä�ŉĩěäěű�ūĩŅė�ĩĢ͕�
The only common element across all our projects is that 
ġäġÙäŅŉ�ĩù�ĩŖŅ�őäÁġ�ƈĢà�őĂäġ�ĆĢőŅĆúŖĆĢú͖�ùĩŅ�ĩĢä�ŅäÁŉĩĢ�ĩŅ�
ÁĢĩőĂäŅ͕�©ä�ÁŅä�àääłěű�ĆĢŪäŉőäà�ĆĢ�őĂä�ūĩŅė�ūä�àĩ͖�ÁĢà�ūä�äŰłäÚő�
őĂä�ŉÁġä�ěäŪäě�ĩù�àäàĆÚÁőĆĩĢ�ùŅĩġ�űĩŖ͕

©ä�àĩ�Ģĩő�ūÁĢő�űĩŖ�őĩ�ùĩěěĩū�őĂä�ÙäÁőäĢ�łÁőĂ͕�Hù�űĩŖ�ÁŅä�
ĆĢőäŅäŉőäà�ĆĢ�ÁĢ�ÁŅäÁ�ĩŅ�őĩłĆÚ�ĩŖőŉĆàä�ĩŖŅ�äŰłäŅőĆŉä͖�ūä�
äĢÚĩŖŅÁúä�űĩŖ�őĩ�ŉĂĩū�őĂä�ūÁű͕�

<ĆŪä�Ŗŉ�Á�ŅäÁŉĩĢ�őĩ�łŖŅŉŖä�őĂä�łŅĩĔäÚőŉ�őĂÁő�űĩŖ�ÚÁŅä�ÁÙĩŖő͕
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We solve
interesting problems
We love hard puzzles and seeking out challenges.

The problems we solve require creative, unconventional thinking. 
As part of our team, you will be expected to challenge your intellect 
on a day-to-day basis.

We use innovative methods that might not lead to the required 
results, but rather back to the drawing board. We often need to 
jump on a project today we knew nothing about yesterday, so we 
always keep our legs stretched. We work on intellectually 
stimulating 
projects, ones that require us to go the extra mile.

We choose to test ourselves and our abilities in almost everything 
we do.
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We do good
or at least we try, really hard

We choose to apply our skills to solve problems that you 
ūĩŖěàĢő�ĢäÚäŉŉÁŅĆěű�ÁŉŉĩÚĆÁőä�ūĆőĂ�Á�ƈŅġ�őĂÁő�ĂÁŉ�äÚĩĢĩġĆÚŉ�
in its name. 

We work to understand the reasons behind some of the 
most challenging issues facing society and put forward 
recommendations that improve individuals’ lives. We aim 
to help in every way we can, so much of our work focusses 
on issues of inequality, poverty and homelessness, health 
and social care, education and children, criminal justice, 
as well as local and international development.

We take pride in the fact that we work on real world problems 
and provide solutions that have a positive, lasting impact on 
society.



We act
with

integrity,
always
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We act with 
integrity, always
©ä�łŖő�őĂä�äŪĆàäĢÚä�ƈŅŉő͕

If a client’s requests impede on the quality of our research in any 
ūÁű͖�ūä�ěäő�őĂäġ�ėĢĩū͕�gŖŅ�ÁĆġ�Ćŉ�Ģĩő�őĩ�ƉÁőőäŅ�ĩŅ�ŉÁű�ūĂÁő�Á�
client wants to hear, but to provide evidence-based advice and 
ŉĩěŖőĆĩĢŉ͕

Hő�Ćŉ�ĩŖŅ�ƈŅġ�ÙäěĆäù�őĂÁő�Áěě�ŅäŉäÁŅÚĂ�ŉĂĩŖěà�Ùä�ĩÙĔäÚőĆŪä͕
©ä�ġĆúĂő�ÚĂĩĩŉä�Ģĩő�őĩ�úĩ�őĂŅĩŖúĂ�ūĆőĂ�Á�łŅĩĔäÚő͖�Ćù�Ćő�ÙäÚĩġäŉ�
obvious that we are expected to present the outcomes in a certain 
ěĆúĂő͕

We are anything but politically deaf, and we are not willing to put 
ĩŖŅ�ŅäŉäÁŅÚĂ�äőĂĆÚŉ�őĩ�őĂä�ŉĆàä͕



We take
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We take responsibility
We are not just our job title.

We are all equally responsible for the quality of our work, 
no matter our seniority. Each of us is responsible for the 
company’s development and direction, and above all to 
ensure a healthy company culture.

©ĂäĢ�űĩŖ�ġääő�Á�łŅĩÙěäġ͖�űĩŖ�ÁŅä�äŰłäÚőäà�őĩ�ƈĢà�ūÁűŉ�
to address it – even if it’s not within the scope of your 
responsibilities. We expect you to take initiative. If you have 
an idea on how to improve something, let your colleagues 
know. We are never so set in our ways as to ignore 
innovation.

You are responsible for making sure Alma remains the 
place you want to work.



We cherish
our diversity
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We cherish
our diversity
Alma Economics is a nourishing environment, and no 
discrimination is accepted on any grounds. This goes beyond just 
representation of gender, ethnicities and nationalities. We are 
committed to including everyone based on their skills, rather than 
their privileges.

©ä�Áěě�Úĩġä�ùŅĩġ�àĆƅäŅäĢő�ÙÁÚėúŅĩŖĢàŉ͖�űäő�ūä�ÁÚėĢĩūěäàúä�
őĂä�ÁàŪäŅŉĆőĆäŉ�äÁÚĂ�ĩù�Ŗŉ�ĂÁà�őĩ�ùÁÚä�őĩ�úäő�őĩ�ūĂäŅä�ūä�ÁŅä�őĩàÁű͕�
�ĩġäőĆġäŉ͖�ūä�ĂÁŪä�ĩŖŅ�àĆŉÁúŅääġäĢőŉ�Ͷ�őĂäŉä�ÁŅä�Á�ĢÁőŖŅÁě�łÁŅő�
ĩù�ÁĢű�őäÁġ͕��Ŗő�ūä�ÁěūÁűŉ�łŖő�ĩŖŅ�ŅäŉłäÚő�ùĩŅ�ĩĢä�ÁĢĩőĂäŅ�ĩŪäŅ�
äŪäŅűőĂĆĢú͕�¯ĩŖ�ūĩĢő�ŉää�ÁĢűĩĢä�ŉĂĩŖőĆĢú�Áő�őĂä�ĩƆÚä͖�ŖĢěäŉŉ�
őĂäŅäŉ�Á�ùĩĩőÙÁěě�úÁġä�úĩĆĢú�ĩĢ͕��ĂäĢ�Ćő�úäőŉ�łäŅŉĩĢÁě͕

©ä�àääłěű�ŅäŉłäÚő�äÁÚĂ�ĩőĂäŅ�ÁĢà�łÁű�ÁőőäĢőĆĩĢ�őĩ�äŪäŅűĩĢäŉ�
needs.
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and mental
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We respect our
physical and mental 
boundaries
Even though we always strive to be at 100%, we recognize we are 
human.

There are days where you just don’t feel like working, no matter 
how awesome your work is. Life is not always a walk in the park. 
To us, happiness at the workplace may sometimes mean taking 
a break and coming back stronger.

We try to understand the individual needs of our colleagues and 
ġÁėä�Á�ěĩő�ĩù�äƅĩŅő�őĩ�ÚÁőäŅ�őĩ�őĂäġ͕��Ăä�ŉĩĩĢäŅ�űĩŖ�ěäő�Ŗŉ�ėĢĩū�
what is going on, the better we can react. There is always 
someone on the team ready to step up and help you out on a bad 
day.

After all, there is no deadline more important than our physical 
and mental health.



We
constantly
learn
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We constantly learn
In our world, things change fast, and we are up to the challenge.

You may specialise in one thing, and that’s great! But you need to be 
ƉäŰĆÙěä�ūĆőĂ�Ăĩū�űĩŖ�Ŗŉä�ÁĢà�äŰłÁĢà�űĩŖŅ�ŉėĆěěŉäő͕��ěġÁ�Ćŉ�Ģĩő�Á�
place where you can rest on your laurels. Learning and evolving is 
the only constant, from our junior associates to our directors. We 
ÚĩĢŉőÁĢőěű�ěĩĩė�őĩ�äŰłÁĢà�ĩŖŅ�äŰłäŅőĆŉä͕�©ä�ūĆěě�łŅĩŪĆàä�űĩŖ�ūĆőĂ�
the tools to learn – you just need to reach out and grab them.

�ěġÁ�Ćŉ�ÁÚőĆŪäěű�ūĆěěĆĢú�őĩ�ŉŖłłĩŅő�őĂä�łŅĩùäŉŉĆĩĢÁě�ÁĢà�łäŅŉĩĢÁě�
development of all its members. Our goals are more than a topic of 
discussion. We are interested in who you aim to be and eager to help 
űĩŖ�úäő�őĂäŅä͕��Ņä�űĩŖ�łěÁĢĢĆĢú�őĩ�łŖŅŉŖä�Á��Ă#͜�¯ĩŖŅ�ūĩŅėĆĢú�
ĂĩŖŅŉ�ÚÁĢ�ÁàÁłő�őĩ�ÁÚÚĩġġĩàÁőä�űĩŖŅ�ŅäŉäÁŅÚĂ͕��Ņä�űĩŖ�ūĩŅėĆĢú�ĩĢ�
Á�ŉĆàä�łŅĩĔäÚő�ĩù�űĩŖŅ�ĩūĢ�őĂÁő�àĩäŉ�Ģĩő�ŅäěÁőä�őĩ�űĩŖŅ�Ņĩěä�Áő��ěġÁ͜�
That’s the opposite of a problem, we’d love for you to diversify your 
ŉėĆěěŉ�łĩŅőùĩěĆĩ͕��Ăä�ġĩŅä�űĩŖ�ėĢĩū͖�őĂä�ġĩŅä�űĩŖ�ÚÁĢ�őäÁÚĂ�Ŗŉ͕

�ùőäŅ�Áěě͖�ĩŖŅ�ġĩŉő�ĆġłĩŅőÁĢő�Áŉŉäőŉ�ÁŅä�őĂä�łäĩłěä�ūä�ūĩŅė�ūĆőĂ͕
 It is our duty to help them grow to their full potential. Therefore, 
we heavily invest in them. It’s a long-term investment, albeit one 
with high returns. 

©ä�ÁŅä�ġĩŅä�őĂÁĢ�ūĆěěĆĢú�őĩ�ġÁėä�őĂä�ÚĩġġĆőġäĢő͕



We will be
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next year
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We will be even better
next year
We are not learning just for the sake of it.

We learn to apply what we’re taught. It is our aim to constantly 
tread new areas of expertise and cover new topics. When our 
understanding of an issue falls short, we don’t perceive it as a 
shortcoming; we see it as room for improvement.

We achieve now what we never could a year ago. A year from now, 
we will be better.

Alma Economics is constantly growing, 
and we are growing with it.




